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BIO FRESH
ENZYMATIC LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT

MATERIAL & FUNCTION
BIO FRESH is a new innovation in high quality liquid laundry detergents
BIO FRESH, with it’s built in enzymes will easily remove heavy stains from clothes and
help reduce pilling that brightens and softens cotton garments.
BIO FRESH is environmentally friendly and does not contain phosphates

BIO FRESH
*

Can be used in both hot and cold water.

*

Is suitable for use with most fabrics except for wool or silk.

*
time.
*

Incorporates specialty brightening agents to ensure premium results every

Pleasant fragrance will leave your clothes with a new smell of freshness.

APPEARANCE
BIO FRESH is a yellow slightly viscous liquid with a residual floral fragrance.

APPLICATION
BIO FRESH, although delicate on most types of fabric because of its high
concentration, finds application in domestic laundries. Commercial laundries would be
more suited to IDEAL. It is suitable for use in both hard and soft water areas and
washing/laundering can be done with either hot or cold water, although best results are

always obtained with warm to hot water.

Normal wash loads
Add 30 - 50 mls of BIO FRESH per 8 - 10 kg dry weight of linen.

Extra dirty wash loads
Add 75-100 mls of BIO FRESH per 8 - 10 kg dry weight of linen.

Larger wash loads and commercial machines

Add at the rate approximately 3 - 5 ml per kg of dry weight of linen
to be washed
For specific stain removal
B4 PREWASH SPOTTING SPRAY can be applied to the stain prior to putting the
garment in the washing machine.

PACKAGING
5 Litre & 15 Litre containers.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER
Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only obligation
shall be to replace any quantity of product which is proven defective. They cannot assume any risk or
liability in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, which does not include labour
or any consequential damages resulting from the use of this product. Determining the suitability
of this product for any intended use shall be solely the responsibility of the user. ALWAYS TEST FIRST.
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